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Presentation Notes
Welcome to the third educational module in our series introducing you to the 2010 Hematopoitic and Lymphoid Neoplasm Case Reportability and Coding Manual and the Hematopoietic Database.  This is a two-part module. Each part will last approximately 30 minutes.  Before we get started I would like to recognize the NCI SEER Program and the Hematopoietics Committee for their hard work and dedication to this project.   We could not have done this work without their support.This series of education and training presentations is designed to provide registrars with a synopsis of the required background information sufficient to understand terms and conditions used by clinicians and pathologists when they document the diagnosis and treatment for malignant neoplasms of myeloid and lymphoid tissues.  The presentations will help registrars by orienting them to the new Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Neoplasm Reportability and Coding Manual, and will introduce registrars to the new electronic help tools that we hope you find not only helpful but easy to use.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am Steven Peace and I will be presenting both Part I and Part II of this Module



Objectives

• Understand stem cell hematopoiesis

• Understand proliferation 

• Understand differentiation

• Provide a History of Classification of Tumors of 
Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissues

• Understand the delineation of cell lines 
(lineage) in relation to the WHO Classification
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Presentation Notes
In Part I of this two-part module you will gain an understanding of the rationale behind changes to the WHO Classification for these neoplasms by gaining a better understanding of the stem cell hematopoiesis process and by understanding the functions and dysfunctions of cell proliferation and differentiation…We will introduce you to the WHO Classification of Tumors of Hematopoetic and Lymphoid Tissues, 4th edition which was published in 2008 and is the most current classification system in use around the world today.  The WHO Classification is an international consensus standard.Let me begin by saying you are not being asked or required to purchase a copy of the WHO reference.  It is a useful reference – but you are in no way obligated to order or purchase a copy.  The new rules and database will provide you with all of the information you need to abstract and code these cases.We will also familiarize you with some of the new ICD-O histology codes introduced in the 2008 WHO Classification and a few conditions that will become reportable with 2010 diagnosis.



Objectives (2)

• Introduce WHO Classification of Tumors of 
Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissues, 4th ed.

• Introduce NEW ICD-O histology codes

• Introduce NEW reportable conditions
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Presentation Notes
Part I of this module will set the stage for Part II – which will help you understand the hematopoietic and lymphoid cell lines in relation to how and when to use the 2010 Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Neoplasm Lineage Tables.



Stem Cell Hematopoiesis

• What is a hematopoietic stem cell?

• Where are hematopoietic stem cells found?

• What is Hematopoiesis?

• Hematopoietic stem cells give rise to ALL 
blood cell types including;
• Myeloid lineages

• Lymphoid lineages
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Hematopoiesis, or the formation of blood cells, starts with hematopoietic stem cells.  So, what is a Hematopoietic stem cell?   Hematopoietic Stem Cells are amazing little cells that reside in the bone marrow (femurs, hip, ribs, sternum, and other bones) and have the unique ability to give rise to all of the different mature blood cell types.  Perhaps the most fascinating thing about hematopoietic stem cells is that they are self renewing. In other words when Hematopoietic Stem Cells proliferate, at least some of their daughter cells remain as unspecialized or undefined or uncommitted hematopoietic stem cells…so the pool of stem cells does not become depleted.  This is a unique process to stem cells and is incredibly important to our survival.The other daughters of hematopoietic stem cells become myeloid and lymphoid progenitor cells.  These cells create the big divide in stem cell hematopoiesis – myeloid and lymphoid.  From these two lines come all of the blood cell lines Myeloid and lymphoid progenitor cells can each commit to any of alternative differentiation pathways that lead to the production of one or more specific types of blood cells.A graphic representation is in order here to help better illustrate this process.
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Hematopoietic stem cells give rise to two major progenitor cell lineages, myeloid and lymphoid progenitors 
Regenerative Medicine, 2006. http://www.dentalarticles.com/images/hematopoiesis.png

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a simplified graphic representation of hematopoisis and the potential cell lines that may be derived from a single stem cell or pluri-potent cells .Lineages – all blood cells are divided into two (or three) lineages – today most common reference is two lineages(Erythroid cells) – historical – not used todayLymphoid CellsMyeloid Cells (current thinking includes erythroid line in myeloid)Accepted Delineation of Process of Stem Cell Hematopoiesis and Cell Line DifferentiationMyeloid (monocytes)Macrophages, neutrophils, basophils, eosinophilserythrocytesMegakaryocytes/PlateletsDendritic CellsLymphoid Lineages (T-cell, B-cell, NK-cells)

http://www.dentalarticles.com/images/hematopoiesis.png�


Proliferation and Differentiation
• Regulation of proliferation

• Regulation of differentiation

• Both affect development along cell line
• Turn on/Turn off

• Growth factors
• Genes (including mutations)
• Proteins

• Ongogenesis – becoming malignant
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Now let’s talk about the body’s need to regulate both blood cell reproduction and cell death – or cell proliferation and bell cell line differentiation – when hematopoietic stem cells commit to a future of a specific cell type and then mature into certain cell type by a process called differentation.During the process of hematopoiesis, the blood system is involved in the regulation of proliferation and differentiation of cells as they commit and mature into different lineages or cell lines. Proliferation is the process during which the cells in the bone marrow are instructed to produce new blood cells or to stop producing new cells.   An under or over  production of a certain type of blood cell type or cell line will result in an upset in the balance of cells circulating through the body – this can result in an anemia for example. On the other end of the cell life cycle is the process of programmed or intentional blood cell death.  Hematopoietic and Lymphoid cells are not intended to live very long individual lives.   The body sends signals to older cells that their work is done and it is time to self destruct.  This is a biochemical process and is just as important to maintaining balance as is the production of new cells. However, sometimes blood cells fail to recognize or respond to the biochemical signals that it is time for the cell to die (cell death or apoptosis).  This again, can result in too many of a certain type of cell circulating in the blood.Differentiation is the process during which the cells commit to becoming a specific cell line or specific cell type as they mature.  Disruptions in the differentiation process cause other problems in hematopoietic and lymphoid tissues. Growth factors, genes, and proteins regulate the proliferation and differentiation of hematopoietic and lymphoid cells during hematopoiesis. These influences may either repress or activate hematopoiesis or apoptosis – in other words things get turned on and off – and may stay on or stay off if not regulated properly.At whatever point the cell development cycle is interrupted or impaired – normal hematopoiesis ceases and if this cellular dysregulation continues the likelihood of malignancy increases - ongogenesis.  You will learn that some of the factors effecting proliferation and differentiation are in fact the proteins, genes, and growth factors that the pathologist is looking for when conducting specific types of testing – and now many of these genes and proteins are included in the preferred terminology describing specific conditions.  For example: The myb family of genes – A-myb, B-myb, v-myb, c-myb,  Genetic mutation – KIT   micro-RNAs - VICKZ, miR-181) Platelet –derived growth factor or PDDGF,  Protein expression of PML/RAR BRC-ABL oncogeneCarol Johnson reviewed the concepts and different types of laboratory tests used to establish a diagnosis including; immunophenotyping, molecular cytogenetics, and molecular tumor markers as well as some of the environmental exposures that now appear in many of the preferred terms noted in the WHO, 4th edition.
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Blood Lines – Donald Metcalf, AlphaMED Press, 2005
Figure 3.2 The eight major hematopoietic lineages generated by self-renewing multipotential stem cellsB

Copyright © 2008 by AlphaMed Press  http://www.alphamedpress.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image is basically the same graphic representation but includes significant milestone events encountered during the process of hematopoiesis - when the stem cells either commit to becoming mature cells (Lymphoid or Myeloid)…or if they commit to regenerating Stem Cells – a unique feature of the stem cell.LineagesAgain, All blood cells are divided into two main lineages – myeloid and lymphoid.  Lymphoid cells are the cornerstone of the adaptive immune system. Lymphoid lineages (T-cells, B-cells, NK-cells) are derived from common lymphoid progenitors. The lymphoid lineage is primarily composed of T-cells and B-cells. (a type of White blood cells)Myeloid lineages (monocytes, macrophages, neutorphils, basophils, eosinophils, erythrocytes, megakaryocytes or platelets, and dendritic cells).  These cells are involved in such diverse roles as innate immunity, adaptive immunity, and blood clottingOnce committed – each cell will mature and differentiate as a specific cell type.  However if during the process of maturation and differentiation something goes wrong – malignancies of the blood and lymph systems can arise.

http://www.alphamedpress.org/�


Cell Line Differentiation

• Cellular differentiation is the process by which an 
immature cell becomes a more mature cell

• Differentiation changes a cell's size, shape, 
membrane potential, metabolic activity, and 
responsiveness to signals or signal pathways
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Cellular differentiation is the process by which a less specialized cell becomes a more specialized cell type. Early cellular differentiation occurs during the process of embryonic development – and this seems to be fairly understandable to most people because we have heard about it since early days in school.That said, cellular differentiation continues into adulthood and is a common process beyond our embryonic development. Adult stem cells divide and create fully-differentiated daughter cells during the routine processes of tissue repair and during normal cell turnover. Differentiation dramatically changes a cell's size, shape, membrane potential, metabolic activity, and responsiveness to signals or signal pathways. 



B-cell Differentiation
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You may be asking why we included graphics for lymphoid differentiation at this point in the presentation – one important point we are trying to reinforce is that not only the myeloid cells originate in bone marrow which we commonly associate with leukemia conditions – but so do the lymphoid cells.  This continues to be an area of great confusion among registrars because we commonly want the lymphomas to stay in the lymphoid tissues such as lymph nodes, spleen, tonsils, etc.  However, since they originate in the bone marrow – if there is a problem early in the development cycle – the marrow may actually be the location or origin of the disease. The bone marrow may also be involved as a result of mature B or T-cells undergoing malignant transformation and with disease progression – so there may be bone marrow involvement as a result of advanced disease as well as proliferation and/or differentiation regulation abnormalities.So, here is an example of how the B-cell line differentiates into mature B-cells and Plasma Cells.  Note at the bottom of the figure that there are specific types of B-cell malignancies associated with problems that may be encountered at different phases of differentiation.



T-cell Differentiation
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Here is a similar graphic for the T-cell Differentiation



Classification of Tumors

• Development of a World Standard
• 1951 – Dameshek – clinical phenotype

• 1960 – Philadelphia (Ph1) chromosome

• 1966 – Rappaport Classification 

• 1974 – Kiel Classification System 

• 1974 – Lukes and Collins System

• 1976 – Revised Rappaport Classification

• 1976 – French – American – British Classification
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Now let’s switch to review a history of the Classification of Tumors of Lymphoid and Hematopoetic Tissues.The development of Classification Systems for Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Neoplasms has been an evolutionary process and early in the process separate lines of development were noted for leukemias and lymphomas.  The classification systems have evolved along with the understanding of disease processes and cellular functions from morphology-based systems that describe the characteristics of malignant tumor cells up to the current system which includes substantial incorporation of molecular cytogenetics study results as well as immunophenotyping and molecular tumor marker studies into the individual histology assignment.  You are not expected to know all of this history– but it helps to understand how these systems have evolved in order to understand how and why conditions were described with terms that are no longer relevant todayThe earlier classifications were based on the assumption that lymphoma cells or leukemia cells were the malignant counterparts of benign cells. The various lymphomas were often named after the benign cell from which they are assumed to derive. In 1951, William Dameshek introduced the term ”myeloproliferative disorders” to encompass polycythemia vera, essential thrombocythemia, primary myelofibrosis, chronic myelogenous leukemia, and Di Guglielmo’syndrome (erythroleukemia). The classification system was based on similarities in the clinical phenotype of these disorders and on the hypothesis that a generalized proliferation of bone marrow cells, due to some unknown stimuli, was the underlying cause.The association of the Philadelphia (Ph1)-chromosome with CML became apparent in 1960 and the subsequent recognition of erythroleukemia as a variant of acute myeloid leukemia (AML), and eventually distinguished the other three disorders as “classic” Ph1-negative MPD.In 1966 the Rappaport classification system for lymphoma was introduced.  In 1976 Rappaport updated his classification - this was modified and referred to as the modified or revised Rappaport classification system.  This classification grouped lymphoma conditions before were began to distinguish between B-cell and T-cell lines. 1974 saw the introduction of 2 new classification systems. The Kiel Classification was popular in Europe. The Lukes and Collins Classification.  The Lukes and Collins Classification was the first to separate B-cell and T-cell lymphomas using immunologic techniques. 1976 – Revised Rappaport classification system for lymphoma – this is also the year that The acute leukemias are classified according to morphologic, cytochemical, and immunologic criteria in the FAB or French-American-British classification system.    



Classification of Tumors (2)

• Development of a World Standard
• 1982 – Working Formulation

• 1994 – REAL – Revised European-American 
Classification of Lymphoid Neoplasms

• 2001 – WHO Classification of Tumors of 
Hematopoetic and Lymphoid Tissues, 3rd edition, 
2001 
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1982 Working Formulation - By the early nineteen-eighties, so many classifications and systems had proliferated that a large study was initiated determine which systems were valid. Investigators at the NCI looked at 1175 cases of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma and concluded that each of the classifications had clinical value but none was clearly superior. True hematopathologists, they therefore invented yet another classification, a meta-classification called the Working Formulation.   Malignant Lymphoma – Working Formulation - Low Grade / Intermediate Grade / High Grade / and Miscellaneous1994 – REAL (Revised European American classification of Lymphoid neoplasms) B-cell, T-cell, and Hodgkin (now known as B-cell), published in 1994 by the International Lymphoma Study Group, to categorize lymphoid neoplasms. The REAL classification is based on the principle that a classification is a list of "real" disease entities, which are defined by a combination of morphology, immunophenotype, genetic features, and clinical features. The relative importance of each of these features varies among diseases, and there was as yet no one gold standard.Furthermore, no gold standard had emerged for myeloid or histiocytic neoplasms – until 2001.2001 – The WHO classification applies the principles of the REAL classification to myeloid and histiocytic neoplasms and to categorize lymphoid neoplasms. The classification of myeloid neoplasms recognizes distinct entities defined by a combination of morphology and cytogenetic abnormalities.The WHO classification produced a new and exciting degree of cooperation and communication between oncologists and pathologists from around the world, which should facilitate progress in the understanding and treatment of hematologic malignancies.  Nine classification groups were designated in the 2001 WHO Classification.  



Classification of Tumors (3)

• 2008 – WHO Classification of Tumors of 
Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissues, 4th edition, 
October 2008
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2008 - The last 8 years have witnessed fundamental advances in understanding the molecular pathogenesis. As a result, WHO diagnostic criteria have been revised and updated in the October 2008 release of the WHO Classification of Tumours of Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissues, 4th edition.  Twelve classification groups have been designated in the 2008 WHO Classification – Some earlier conditions have been reclassified,Some have been grouped into entirely new classification groupings, and Some have been merged into other groups.  It is hoped that newly discovered genetic mutations will also facilitate development of targeted therapy – improving survival and quality of life for individuals who develop these conditions.The new rules, the manual, and the database are based on the WHO 4th edition.



2008 WHO Classification

• 12 Classification Groups 
• 6 myeloid
• 6 lymphoid

• WHO Tables include borderline conditions not 
of immediate interest as reportable diseases

• WHO Classification of Tumors Tables and 2010 
Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissue Lineage 
Tables are IDENTICAL for malignant conditions
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SO, now let’s begin to take a look through the 2008 WHO Classification



2008 WHO Classification - Myeloid

• Myeloproliferative Neoplasms
• Myeloid and Lymphoid Neoplasms with 

Eosinophilia and Abnormalities of PDGFRA, 
PDGFRB or FGFR1

• Myelodysplastic/Myeloproliferative Neoplasms
• Myelodysplastic Syndromes
• Acute Myeloid Leukemia and Related Precursor 

Neoplasms
• Acute Leukemias of Ambiguous Lineage
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2008 WHO Classification - Lymphoid

• Precursor Lymphoid Neoplasms

• Mature B-Cell Neoplasms

• Mature T-Cell and NK-Cell Neoplasms

• Hodgkin Lymphoma

• Histiocytic and Dendritic Cell Neoplasms

• Post-Transplant Lymphoproliferative Disorders
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New Histology Term ICD-O-Code

Acute myeloid leukemia (megakaryoblastic) with t(1;22)(p13;q13); RBM15-MKL1 9911/3

Acute myeloid leukemia with inv(3)(q21q26.2) or t(3;3)(q21;q26.2); RPN1EVI1 9869/3

Acute myeloid leukemia with t(6;9)(p23;q34) DEK-NUP214 9865/3

ALK positive large B-cell lymphoma 9737/3

B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with t(12;21)(p13;q22); TEL-AML1 (ETV6-RUNX1) 9814/3

B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with t(9;22)(q34;q11.2); BCR-ABL1 9812/3

B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with t(v;11q23); MLL rearranged 9813/3

B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma, NOS 9811/3

B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with hyperdiploidy 9815/3

B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with hypodiploidy (hypodiploid ALL) 9816/3

B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with t(1;19)(q23;p13.3); E2A PBX1 (TCF3 PBX1) 9818/3

B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with t(5;14)(q31;q32); IL3-IGH 9817/3

Fibroblastic reticular cell tumor 9759/3

Hydroa vacciniforme-like lymphoma 9752/3

Intravascular large B-cell lymphoma 9712/3

Large B-cell lymphoma arising in HHV8-associated multicentric Castleman disease 9738/3

Mixed phenotype acute leukemia with t(9;22)(q34;q11.2); BCR-ABL1 9806/3

Mixed phenotype acute leukemia with t(v;11q23); MLL rearranged 9807/3

Mixed phenotype acute leukemia, B/myeloid, NOS 9808/3

Mixed phenotype acute leukemia, T/myeloid, NOS 9809/3

Myeloid and lymphoid neoplasm with FGFR1 abnormalities 9967/3

Myeloid and lymphoid neoplasms with PDGFRB rearrangement 9965/3

Myeloid leukemia associated with Down Syndrome 9898/3

Myeloid and lymphoid neoplasms with PDGFRB arrangement 9966/3

Plasmablastic lymphoma 9735/3

Polymorphic PTLD 9971/3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The introduction of new testing, newly identified disease conditions (or perhaps more appropriately we should say more specific conditions that can be identified by specific testing and perhaps lend to new classification groups) has introduced a need to introduce new ICD-O- codes to acknowledge and track these conditions.Appendix D includes a listing of all of the NEW ICD-O codes and associated terms that have been introduced along with the WHO 4th edition.The new terms and new codes are included within the twelve classification groups.  Explain ICD-O and WHO and the addition of new ICD-O- codes as “provisional” until ICD-O-4 or an addendum to ICD-O-3 is published.



New ICD-O Codes
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New Histology Term ICD-O-Code
Primary cutaneous gamma-delta T-cell lymphoma 9726/3
Primary cutaneous follicle centre lymphoma 9597/3
Refractory neutropenia 9991/3
Refractory thrombocytopenia 9992/3
Systemic EBV positive T-cell lymphoproliferative disease of childhood 9724/3
T lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma 9837/3
T-cell/histiocyte rich large B-cell lymphoma 9688/3



Newly Reportable (new /3)
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Histology Term ICD-O 
Code

Langerhans cell histiocytosis, NOS 9751/3
Myeloproliferative neoplasm, unclassifiable / 
Myelodysplastic/Myeloproliferative neoplasm, 
unclassifiable

9975/3

T-cell large granular lymphocytic leukemia/ 
Chronic lymphoproliferative disorder of NK-
cells

9831/3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 4th Edition also reclassified some conditions as malignant that were previously not reportable borderline malignancies.  We will talk about the Case Reportability Rules and Instructions in a later webcast – so stay tuned.In Part II – we will show how the WHO Classification System and the 2010 Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Neoplasm Lineage Tables and Rules are harmonized so that cancer registration references to these conditions are in synch with pathology and clinician references to these conditions.
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Conclusion

• The new hematopoietic and lymphoid 
neoplasm rules go into effect for cases 
diagnosed January 1, 2010, and after

• Email address for questions 
askseerctr@imsweb.com
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Thank you.
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